
DAILY DEPARTURES TO SALVADOR

• Flight ticket Rio – Salvador – Rio

• Lodging in selected hotels

• City tour

• English speaking guide

• Transfers Salvador airport – hotel – Salvador airport  

rio@discoveringbrazil.com
www.discoveringbrazil.com

WELCOME TO  PELOURINHO

Founded in 1549, Salvador was Brazil's first capital for 214

years. Salvador's colonial architectonic body has a cultural

crucial importance, holding UNESCO’S "Humanity's Historical

and Artistic Inheritance" title. 

The Pelourinho, as the old city is locally known, is an 

incredible center for leisure activities both day and night,

with its bars,

restaurants and

shops. On certain

week days live

Afro-Brazilian

music is

played 

on the

streets.

(55 21) 2491 1798
(55 21) 9112 4754
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EXPERIENCE MYSTICAL, EXOTIC AND RADIANT SALVADOR

Where the climate is mild, the land is caressed by a soft

breeze, especially near the 932 kilometers (560 miles) of

seashore. The sun shines almost year-round, which livens

the spirit and darkens the skin of a hospitable and friendly

people who favor brightly colored clothes, believe in many

gods and make life a never-ending festival

Baiana, 

selling acarajé

and abará,

symbols of

Bahia's unique 

cuisine.

It is not 

necessary to

be an initiate

of Candomblé

- an animist

religion

brought to

Bahia by

West

Africans

slaves - to wear white on Fridays. Many other customs, 

associated with this religion, have been incorporated into 

people’s day-to-day life, regardless of race or social class.

Allegedly 

there are 

365 churches 

in Salvador.

Capoeira is an 

Afro-Brazilian 

martial art 

practiced to music,

a warrior's dance.

Relax at beautiful

beaches that

cover 40 

kilometers 

(24 miles) of 

crystal clear sea

shore. Many of

them are dotted with coconut groves and the

ever present thatched-roof beach huts serving seafood, tropical

drinks and ice-cold beer.

Lagoa de Abaete

Forte Santo Antonio and Farol da Barra

Igreja Senhor 
do Bonfim

Pituba

Pelourinho

Elevador Lacerda

Afro-Brazilian 
music at 

Pelourinho
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